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To:   Board of Commissioners   
From:   Sarah Reeves, Executive Director   
Date:   March 18, 2022 
RE:  Materials Recovery Facility Project – Board Authorization to Proceed to Bond for a new Facility 

 
At the heart of municipal recycling infrastructure is the Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) where people and 
equipment sort and prepare recyclables to be sold into the global marketplace to be turned back into raw 
materials for new products and packaging. CSWD built Vermont’s first MRF—the same workhorse we are still 
using—in 1993 to ensure that Chittenden County residents and businesses would have an efficient and cost-
effective local outlet to accept and sort their recyclables. Thirty years ago, we were cutting edge; 
Today, we’re trailing behind.   

Modern MRFs are equipped with technology like optical sorting machines, eddy current separators, magnets, 
ballistic separators, and robotics to meet the challenges of effectively sorting the enormous variety of consumer 
packaging. The CSWD MRF is almost completely manual, hand-sorting containers and cardboard. The manual 
process was suitable in the 1990s because we were annually processing 25,000 tons of relatively homogeneous 
material. Other MRFs of that era either evolved to add mechanical sorting piece by piece, or they completely 
retrofitted the MRF, or they scrapped the facility and built new. Today, CSWD is approaching 50,000 tons 
annually of increasingly variable material. We run a significant portion of materials through the system twice 
because humans can’t sort it all the first time around. Simply stated – we’re overdue to join the 21st Century.  

The vision is a new MRF featuring a high-technology and low-labor design, equipped with machines that 
separate recyclables efficiently and effectively and produce higher quality, higher quantity, and higher value 
commodities. It will enable us to consider more types of packaging for recycling, saving natural resources 
and precious landfill space. The new MRF will be built with enough capacity and flexibility to adapt to changes in 
volume and types of recyclables as they emerge. As a municipally owned MRF, we will continue to provide 
assurance that the public will be served without profit as a motive, keeping rates as low as possible, 
and providing opportunities to divert recyclables even when markets aren’t yet widely established. Modern 
sorting technology will allow CSWD to better weather global market instability and ensure consistent material 
purity. 

Leaping forward 30 years is expensive and a little scary, but we’ve done the due diligence and are confident 
that the time is right to invest in the future of recycling in Chittenden County. A new MRF makes sense from a 
mission perspective, an operational perspective, and a financial perspective. 
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PROJECT REVIEW - The Case for a New CSWD Materials Recovery Facility  

Fulfills a Desire to Do More and to Do Better 

KEY: Vermonters Like to Recycle, and Want to Do More 

Chittenden County has long benefited from an engaged and thoughtful public regarding recycling. Each week we 
receive questions about how people can recycle better and recycle more. CSWD’s Mission says that we will 
reduce and manage the solid waste generated within Chittenden County in an environmentally sound, efficient, 
effective and economical manner. A new, modern Materials Recovery Facility will allow Chittenden County 
residents and businesses to better fulfill the District’s and state’s mandates to keep recyclables out of the 
landfill, a value expressed by many Vermonters.  

Project Site 

KEY: Williston Remains the Best Option 

The new MRF would be in Williston on property owned by CSWD. This maintains the central location of the 
facility, keeping hauling costs stable. This also keeps the cost of the new facility as low as it can be by avoiding 
the cost to purchase land in a different city or town. The site is zoned for waste activities and will be supplied by 
municipal infrastructure such as a municipal water source. The topography lends itself to designing for noise 
mitigation, and wetlands are class II or class I, and can be designed around to minimize or avoid disturbance. 
Staff investigated approximately a dozen alternative sites, and Williston remained the best option. 

Commingled Recyclables Supply 

KEY: Supply of Inbound Material is not Currently in CSWD’s Control, but it Could Be 

In Vermont, once a waste generator separates waste and sets it out for collection, the waste then “belongs” to 
the collecting hauler contracted by the customer. Similarly, waste brought to a CSWD Drop-Off Center “belongs” 
to CSWD. The MRF is reliant upon haulers bringing us recyclables collected from their customers. Casella Waste 
Systems (CWS) controls approximately 60% of the recycling collected in Chittenden County. There are 
approximately eight recycling haulers in Chittenden County (including the City of Burlington). Material comes in 
to the MRF from outside Chittenden County as well, with Casella controlling approximately 18,000 of those tons. 
Total tons managed at the current MRF are around 48,000 per year. This does not include material collected 
through the container redemption system, material that is considered a “dedicated” stream such as cardboard-
only containers, or specialized material that may have a particular recycling program such as film.  

The primary considerations as to how many “out of District” tons are brought to the Williston MRF and not to 
Rutland or Albany, are tip fee and proximity. Transportation costs are high in Vermont, making proximity an 
important key to the CSWD MRF as an economic factor for haulers.  

An important factor to consider in ensuring an adequate materials supply to the MRF is the enactment of a 
policy known as “Flow Control”. Flow control stems from a significant legal decision decided by the US Supreme 
Court that allows a municipally owned and operated waste facility the ability to direct waste generated within 
their area of authority to the municipal facility, so that municipal investment is not endangered if haulers elect 
to redirect material to a lower priced alternative outside the waste authority’s scope. This tool would need to be 
approved by the Board of Commissioners and should appear in CSWD’s Ordinances. Approximately 30,000 – 
35,000 tons would be subject to flow control if enacted in Chittenden County, however this is purely an 
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estimate. The actual number would most likely be higher, depending on exemptions allowed if any. Greater 
volumes of recyclables received at an MRF reduce the net processing cost due to economies of scale.  

MRF Technology 

KEY: We Cannot Continue to Sort Recyclables Manually and Expect to Remain Competitive 

Staff and the Executive Director visited nearly two dozen MRFs over five years to understand the technology 
available at the time, and to learn about emerging technologies. Each MRF visited was adding new sorting 
equipment or had recently added equipment to address market standards pressures. All technologies being 
considered for a new MRF are commercially viable and in-use across the US and Canada. The current CSWD 
facility is not able to meet future demands which are dynamic and evolving. Technology being considered 
include (not limited to): optical scanners, eddy current separators, magnets, ballistic separators, and robotics. 

Markets for Sorted Recyclables 

KEY: Local Markets are Critical to Long-Term Viability 

The current markets for recycling commodities in the Northeast are currently strong, but pricing remains volatile 
and highly seasonal. The current high value (Calendar Year 2021: $135/ton averaged commodity revenue or 
ACR) is directly due to demand pressures from the global pandemic, and as the pandemic wanes so will high 
prices for commodities. The 10-year ACR is $87.11 per ton.  

Year-End ACR 

FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 
$129.69 $99.69 $104.28 $93.28 $78.08 $108.33 $77.83 $50.07 $42.86 $87.01 

Ten-Year Average ACR = $87.11/ton 

In 2018/2019, the world experienced an unprecedented commodity value crash, particularly for fiber products, 
because of China’s enforcement of their National Sword policy. In response, domestic processing has increased 
and there continue to be investments in capacity at domestic fiber mills. The mill investments are scheduled to 
be robust through 2025. Markets for plastics are in flux as brands shift between resins (many are moving to 
polypropylene). Glass markets remain poor, and CSWD has committed to working with the University of 
Vermont, the VT Agency of Transportation, and the VT Agency of Natural Resources to perfect the process to 
make sand borrow from MRF glass, through a comprehensive study on analytical protocols and market 
presence. The study and process will be completed by the end of 2024. Getting processed glass aggregate to 
sand borrow status means that this material will be able to be used locally, saving thousands of dollars in costs.  

Marketing future sorted tons should focus on supporting and supplying manufacturers in the Northeast to Mid-
Atlantic regions. MRF glass management logistics concerns continue to rise and keeping transportation costs 
down is important to CSWD’s mission to manage waste in an environmental and economical fashion. 

Economics  

KEY: Strong Consideration Should Be Given to Self-Operating a New MRF 

CSWD’s contract with Casella Waste Systems for recyclables processing expires on June 30, 2022. The current 
processing fee assessed on each in-bound ton is approximately $43 per ton and is expected to increase 
significantly. CSWD currently retains 100% of the tip fees, but the contract does allow for sharing with Casella a 
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portion of the out of district tip fee revenue. This provision was waived by Casella when a negotiated market 
stabilization process was put in place in response to the global commodities crash of 2018/2019. Casella 
manages marketing and the logistics of moving sorted materials to market as a component of the contract. The 
marketing fees are embedded in the per ton processing fee. The contract stipulates revenue sharing from the 
sale of sorted recyclables, with CSWD and Casella each receiving 50% of the revenue. If CSWD issues bonds to 
finance the new MRF, revenue sharing will not be allowable if using non-taxable bond proceeds. The current 
operating contract also requires Casella to bring not less than 13,000 tons of recyclables from out of the district 
to be processed in Williston. Casella averages 18,000 out of district tons. Should CSWD elect to operate the 
facility, instead of contract with Casella for operation, it is likely that the Casella-owned out of district tons 
would not be processed at Williston. This would bring total in-bound tons down to approximately 32,000. CSWD 
would need to flow-control District tons and actively source tons from out of the district. 

The projected net operating costs of a CSWD operated MRF range from $129 per ton, based on 32,000 tons 
inbound (24,960 marketed) per year, to $96 per ton based on 50,000 tons inbound (39,000 marketed) per year. 
The capacity of a new MRF is between 50,000 – 70,000 tons per year on one shift. For analysis purposes, we 
assumed an $80 tip fee on all inbound tons and an $80 averaged commodity revenue for all marketed tons, with 
the exception of glass. The net operating costs assume additional staffing support associated with self-
operation, as well as the costs to market sorted recyclables, and those costs are applied to the operating costs. 

A new greenfield MRF is expected to cost not less than $22,000,000. Debt service on a $22M project is 
approximately $1.2M per year over 25 years through the Vermont Municipal Bond Bank. To meet all obligations 
– operating, minimal capital contribution, and debt service – the MRF would need to generate $9.5M annually 
from an $80 tip fee on 32,000 tons and $115 ACR. With 50,000 tons inbound and an $80 tip fee, we would only 
need an ACR of $52/ton to meet our obligations. Because CSWD controls the tip fee, with 50,000 inbound tons 
there is significant room to weather poor market conditions IF we are the facility operator.  

 

Mitigating Risk 

KEY: Our Member Cities and Towns Should Not Be Burdened with CSWD Debt 

Mitigating risks is an important consideration. CSWD needs to ensure that the recyclables collected in 
Chittenden County will be able to be reliably, efficiently, and cost-effectively processed and marketed. It is also 
imperative that CSWD mitigate to every extent possible the need to assess our member cities and towns for 
their portion of the District’s capital project debt. The public has come to want and expect reliable recycling 
services and will be dissatisfied if the costs rise out of control due to the loss of a municipal backstop option. 
There are risks associated with CSWD running a MRF, including financial and operating risks. But there are also 
risks associated with continuing with a third-party operator, including concerns with the viability and 
affordability of the contract in the future. 

ELASTICITY EXERCISE $1.2M Annual Debt

Inbound Tons Tip Fee Marketed Tons ACR Revenue Operating Costs PGA/Cap/Admin NET
32,000 $80 24,960 $80 $4,556,800 $3,384,102 $749,000 $423,698 $129
50,000 $80 39,000 $80 $7,120,000 $4,029,222 $749,000 $2,341,778 $96
32,000 $80 24,960 $115 $5,430,400 $3,384,102 $749,000 $1,297,298 $129
50,000 $80 39,000 $52 $6,028,000 $4,029,222 $749,000 $1,249,778 $96
32,000 $65 24,960 $133 $5,399,680 $3,384,102 $749,000 $1,266,578 $129
50,000 $65 39,000 $70 $5,980,000 $3,384,102 $749,000 $1,846,898 $96

Cost per Inbound 
Ton, Net Operating
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Commitment to the MRF 

KEY: The Board of Commissioners Confirmed Commitment to Owning a MRF in 2018, 2020, and 2021 

The Board and Staff held a work session on December 1, 2018, to discuss the future of the Materials Recovery 
Facility. The first question asked was, “Should CSWD continue to own a MRF?” The Board of Commissioners at 
the time replied, “Yes”. Since then, staff brought the following information to the Board for review: 

 Review of possible locations in Chittenden County; 
 Modern technology review and comparisons to similar facilities in the U.S.; 
 Civil site review of Redmond Road location; 
 Cost/Benefit analysis of five alternatives; 
 Revenue sufficiency analysis for three alternatives. 

 

The Board has acknowledged the need to upgrade sorting capabilities and capacity and agreed that property 
owned by CSWD on Redmond Road in Williston is the best site for a new MRF. Discussions in 2021 and 2022 
focused on whether to retrofit the existing MRF or construct a new “greenfield” facility on District-owned 
property in Williston. Connected to this debate is a decision regarding daily operation of the MRF. The District 
has never operated the MRF, and since 1999 has opted to contract with Casella Waste Systems for daily 
operations, scale management, facility management, and materials brokerage. The reliance on manual-sorting, 
and CSWD’s municipal wage structure, had long made it more affordable to contract operations services. 
However, since 2017, wages in Chittenden County have risen to the point that there is no longer a differential 
between a sorter’s starting wage at Casella versus what would be a starting wage with CSWD for the same 
position. This new reality added another layer of analysis to the financial viability of a newly constructed MRF.  

Who We Serve 

KEY: The CSWD Facility Processes 53% of Vermont’s Blue Bin Recyclables 

The CSWD Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) located on Avenue C in Williston serves all who live, work, and play 
in Chittenden County. The “MRF-shed” extends beyond the borders of our District. The CSWD MRF processes 
recycling from Grand Isle, Lamoille, Washington, and Franklin counties, as well as communities in Orleans, 
Orange, Caledonia, and Addison counties. Because we strive to keep the tipping fee steady, unlike the monthly 
variable rate at the private-sector MRF in Rutland, during times of extreme volatility (such as in 2020 and 2021), 
the CSWD MRF received recycling from as far away as Bennington County. The CSWD facility processes over 50% 
of Vermont’s recyclables destined for sorting in a MRF. 

Material Mix Factors 

KEY: Improving Paper and Cardboard Quality is Critical to Ensuring Reliable Marketability 

Focus on Fiber 

Paper and cardboard products make up 70% of the material 
sorted at the MRF. Beginning in 2018, investments by domestic 
paper mills to increase their processing capacity have created 
more opportunities to process a wider variety and larger 
quantity of fiber grades, allowing MRFs to diversify their 
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material mix. Starting in 2019, and continuing through the pandemic, MRFs began making significant 
investments in fiber sorting technology and are now beginning to supply higher quality fiber bales, particularly 
Residential Mixed Paper, Linerboard, Sorted Office Paper, and Cardboard. This is critical to mitigate market 
volatility. The pandemic created an artificial demand for fiber feedstock across all grades, leading to a buying 
spree/seller’s market. Now that fiber pricing is softening, these investments are proving to have been critical 
tactical and strategic investments.   

The current CSWD MRF produces a cardboard grade and a sorted residential paper (SRP) grade. The SRP is baled 
after minimal sorting via a manual scan the mix for plastics and other contaminants. The current MRF 
configuration spills this “final” product back out on to the tip floor where it can then come in contact with 
unsorted recyclables, adding a new level of plastic contamination to the SRP. In high-demand times, such as 
2020-2021, a moderate level of contamination was accepted if not allowable. As regional MRFs improve their 
product and fiber mills tighten specifications, the value of CSWD’s SRP will continue to decline unless we change 
how we sort this product. If we do not change our sorting, we will eventually have fewer and fewer outlets, 
potentially farther and 
farther away, and our 
value per ton will suffer.  
An investment in fiber, 
specifically sortation 
technology and 
cleaner/larger storage 
space, will allow CSWD to 
continue receiving a 
competitive market price 
for SRP or MP.  Failure to 
invest will maintain our 
sub optimal quality and 
will ultimately reduce our 
paper bale value in 
comparison to the rest of 
our regional market, over 
time.  A reduction in paper 
bale value will significantly 
impact MRF revenue and 
overall economic viability 
of the program.  

The Great Future in Plastics 

KEY: We Need Technology Solutions to Meet Current and Future Market Demands 

We currently manually sort all commodities except tinned steel. Sorters are trained to identify specific items by 
shapes or container usage (i.e., sports drinks and water bottles) commonly associated with specific commodity 
types (PETE, HDPE and PP).  As brands like Proctor & Gamble, Unilever, or General Mills change their packaging 
containers to shift commodity types - a margarine tub can be HDPE (#2), PP (#5), PS (#6), or Other (#7) - accurate 
and immediate identification by eye is difficult without significantly slowing down conveyor belts and leads to 
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mistakenly sorting containers into the incorrect resin grade exacerbating bale contamination issues. Pure 
polypropylene (PP) bales are in high demand (and are high in value) as companies begin to shift to using this 
plastic as their packaging of choice.  Currently, PP is collected as part of a “Tubs and Lids” bale (Mixed Plastics in 
the chart below) which also includes some PETE and HDPE. The only way to create a pure Polypropylene bale is 
with optical sorting and long-term bale storage. Producing a pure PP bale via optical sorting could facilitate 
accepting K-cups and similarly sized single-use cups.  

Future commodities with promise, from both a marketing and collection perspective, are film and other flexible 
packaging. Both require a large storage footprint, which is not available at the current MRF. There is high 
demand in the Chittenden County commercial sector for film recovery and recycling, and brands continue to 
expand their use of flexible packaging of all types as a preferred package for getting their products into the 
hands of consumers. There is the possibility of building in recovery options for these streams at the design phase 
of a new MRF. There is no possibility of recovering these materials for recycling in the current MRF sorting 
system.  

 

Site Considerations 

KEY: The Existing MRF is Undersized and Site Constrained, and Offers No Opportunity to Grow 

KEY: A New-Build MRF Corrects Receiving, Processing, and Storage Deficiencies, and Allows for Future Growth   

Current Location and Functionality 

The physical plant that is the CSWD Materials Recovery Facility is considered undersized according to industry 
standards for MRFs managing more than 40,000 tons per year. Ideally, you match the inbound tons to the 
square footage of the processing portion of the MRF and add 20% to the square footage for bale storage. At the 
time the facility was built, the processing 
system was designed to manage 25,000 tons 
per year. The 35,000sf facility was adequate 
in 1993. In 2022, not only have the tons 
being processed increased dramatically 
(49,000 tons in FY21), but the volume of 
those tons has increased as well. As 
packaging became lighter, smaller, and less 
dense, weight decreased. At the same time, 
the variety of consumer products has 
exploded leading to an increase in the 
quantity of individual products needing to be 
sorted. The current MRF has neither capacity 
to expand the physical footprint of the 
building, nor room to add additional storage 
for baled materials or materials awaiting 
baling. Bales are routinely stored outdoors, leading to potential product degradation. Even if the facility were to 
be retrofitted, we will still only be able to capture the current material blend and current volume and will not 
improve bale storage.  
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New Location and Functionality 

A new-build “greenfield” MRF would be constructed on District-owned property on Redmond Road in Williston. 
The parcel is located between the turn-off to Global Foundries (IBM Road) and the Velco access road. The site is 
zoned Industrial/Waste; It was specifically zoned for waste district activities more than 25 years ago. A new 
municipal water line is being constructed to service CSWD’s Organic Diversion Facility, and the line will run down 
Redmond Road past the MRF site, allowing the 
MRF to tap into municipal water supply for health 
and safety needs. The existing residential rental 
property owned by CSWD at the base of the 
parcel would be torn down to accommodate the 
entrance road to the MRF. 

The location would create a significantly longer 
queuing space than exists on Avenue C in 
Williston and would bring additional truck traffic 
to Mountain View Road. Redmond Road is rated 
for heavy use due to the siting of the town’s two 
landfills and CSWD’s landfill at the end of the road 
(all landfills are closed). Truck traffic would be 
mostly kept to non-peak hours, having little to no 
effect on the daily commute. We estimate no increase in truck volume to the Town of Williston in the near term, 
as trucks destined for Avenue C would shift to Redmond Road.  

The new facility would be between 62,000sf and 65,000sf, nearly doubling the existing facility footprint. The 
greatest gains would be in tip floor space and bale storage space, and the design will allow for additional 
construction of another container line by minimally expanding the designed footprint, should that need arise in 
the future. Production capacity would be an initial 50,000 tons per year, with the ability to grow to 70,000 tons 
per year without expansion (even though the location does provide room to expand). This growth is possible 
due to having space to store materials.  

The building would also host a Resource Conservation Education Center. This center would upgrade and 
enhance not only MRF tours but could also be a learning space for solid waste resource conservation focusing on 
food waste reduction, composting, reuse and repurposing, and waste reduction in general. It will provide local 
schools, businesses, institutions, and the public in the community access to tours and opportunities to learn 
about the importance of waste diversion through engaging activities. The Education Center will be a classroom 
outside of the classroom for local schools, colleges and universities to learn how science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics are used to process food scraps and recyclables generated every day in the 
community. The Education Center curriculum and tours will teach and inspire students in STEM and provide 
opportunities to partner with higher learning institutions in STEM related projects supporting schools from 
elementary through college level. 
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Timeline 

July 2021 - July 2022 Design and Permitting 
November 2022  Voter Approval  
April - October 2023  Construction 
Winter 2023  Equipment Installation  
Spring 2024  Acceptance Testing and Commencement 

 

Conclusion 

KEY: The Time to Act is Now so that CSWD Can Be Set Up for Success for the Next Thirty Years 

CSWD’s Mission says that we will reduce and manage the solid waste generated within Chittenden County in an 
environmentally sound, efficient, effective and economical manner. The current MRF has more than fulfilled the 
mission and is ready to pass the baton. A new modern high-technology MRF will elevate the mission by being 
more efficient and effective and providing more commodities of a higher quality to the marketplace. Materials 
such as glass, dairy tubs, and high-quality office paper are commodities that will benefit immediately from new 
technology. A modern MRF will provide affordable, in-state processing for Vermonters’ recyclables for the next 
30 years, and will provide a safer, cleaner facility for approximately 25 Vermont workers.  

A new MRF will help conserve even more virgin and non-renewable resources, support the circular economy, 
and help meet sustainability goals for recycled content and reduced carbon footprints. Of critical importance, 
this facility will provide opportunities for Vermonters to recycle more packaging, helping prolong the life of 
Vermont’s only remaining landfill. 

 

RESOLUTIONS 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of the Chittenden Solid Waste District has determined that 
constructing a new Materials Recovery Facility in the Town of Williston, VT would constitute a public benefit and 
satisfy a public need, that is to allow all who reside in, work in, and visit Chittenden County to fulfill the state and 
local mandates to sort mandatory recyclables from the waste generated during the course of the day and keep 
such materials from being disposed in a landfill.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of the Chittenden Solid Waste District hereby 
directs the Executive Director to initiate the process to submit a bond authorization request to the voters of 
Chittenden County, VT for their approval to allow the Chittenden Solid Waste District to issue bonds in an 
amount not to exceed $22,000,000 for the purpose of constructing a Materials Recovery Facility in the Town of 
Williston, VT.  
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Funding Pathways 

There are several pathways to financing a new MRF. Below are highlights of pros/cons to the three main financing pathways. The 
biggest factor to consider is keeping the risk to member cities and towns as low as possible.  It is the recommendation of the 
Executive Director to pursue pathway #2.  

Finance Pathway Pros Cons 
1. Fully Bond  Low Interest Rates 

 Long Term Repayment (20-30 years) 
 Funding available as one tranche 
 Common funding mechanism, familiar to the 

public 

 Restrictions on private sector benefit 
 Requires voter approval (not guaranteed) 
 Refinancing not available until Year 11 if self-issued 
 If issued through Bond Bank, refinancing is only 

available if the Bond Bank deems beneficial to all 
2. Partially Bond,  
Grant Supplemented 

 Same as above 
 Lower overall indebtedness 
 Reduced potential assessment burden to 

member towns 
 Wide variety of grants currently available 

 Same as above 
 Multiple grantors increase CSWD administrative burden 

re: reporting 

3. Commercially 
financed, privately 
funded ,  
Grant Supplemented 

 Lower overall indebtedness 
 Potential zero burden to member towns if fully 

funded through the private sector and grants 
 Wide variety of grants currently available 
 0% Interest loan available 
 Loan funding available in multiple tranches 
 No restrictions on private sector involvement 

 Reporting burden as above 
 Short loan repayment terms (5-10 years) 
 Higher interest rates than bonding 
 Large annual debt service 
 Inability to contribute to capital reserve for duration of 

debt service 
 Potential for assessment burden to member towns if a 

market destabilization results in cash flow shortage 
 Potential loss of municipal control if privately funded 
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a) Non-Taxable/Taxable Bonds 

There are strong conditions attached to funding municipal projects through bonded debt, and when accepting state or federal 
grants. A key restriction is that publicly sourced funds may not be used to benefit the private sector directly. There are strict limits 
on how and to what extent a private entity can benefit from public financing. For example, municipalities may engage third party 
operators (TPOs) for bond financed facilities but are prohibited from sharing net revenues. In CSWD’s case, this would mean if we 
contracted with a TPO to run a new MRF, we would not be able to share net revenues from the sale of recyclables or share tipping 
fees. The result would be a higher processing fee paid to the TPO. We would also be able to provide some form of material revenue 
share with a TPO via “incentive compensation” which would need to be tied to clearly measurable targets. But a key point is that we 
will likely have a significantly different type of TPO contract than we currently have with Casella.  

b) Bonding Sources 

Atty. Thomas Melloni is one of the bond attorneys recommended by the Vermont Municipal Bond Bank. The bond bank considers 
projects in December and May, and is comfortable with CSWD’s estimated bond amount. Another option for bonding is to self-issue, 
which is the course CSWD took when we financed the current MRF in 1992/1993. Both options have pros and cons which can be 
discussed in the coming months should the Board approve moving ahead.  

c) Grant Opportunities 

The USEPA Region 1 will be administering the recently federally funded Recycling Infrastructure Grants. Unlike the American Rescue 
Plan funding, CSWD is eligible for the infrastructure grant. The grant would most likely be awarded through a competitive RFP 
process, like that used by the VT Agency of Natural Resources. The same restrictions apply to federal grants as apply to bonded debt. 

A new round of Congressionally Directed Spending is coming available this fall. CSWD applied for CDS in the last round and were not 
successful. Our project is too large to be fully funded through CDS, however we could possibly apply for a portion of the project. CDS 
is also a competitive grant program. 

d) Private Sector Loans and Grants 

Closed Loop Partners’ Infrastructure Fund specifically funds recycling infrastructure projects, including MRF technology, at 0% 
interest for municipalities. CLP has indicated to me that they would welcome an application from CSWD. The maximum loan 
historically has been $5,000,000 with a repayment over five years. A loan from CLP would be considered equity by the VT Bond 
Bank. 
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Keurig Dr. Pepper, the Carton Council, Ben & Jerry’s, and The Recycling Partnership are all potential grantors for equipment grants 
targeting specific materials (polypropylene, ice cream containers, and milk cartons). There are other local private sector businesses 
that would provide support for, or sponsor, components of the MRF. More research is needed to ensure we have clarity regarding 
private sector funding of a portion of the facility, whether the funding is for equipment or non-revenue generating spaces.  

e) Other Private Sector 

An entirely different approach might be to allow private sector investment in a CSWD-owned MRF.  Depending on the structure of 
the private investment, there could be significant loss of municipal control of both the operation of the facility and decisions 
regarding materials managed in the facility. If private sector funding was provided with “no strings attached”, this option would be 
attractive. It is highly unlikely that there would be zero conditions to accepting private sector dollars. If private sector investment 
carried a condition of extended-term operating contracts, or acceptance of marginal material, the MRF could be in danger of no 
longer being self-supporting. According to the CSWD Charter, we would still need to obtain voter approval to enter into a “long term 
contract”. The Charter doesn’t explain what constitutes long-term, but other similar arrangements have been secured by the private 
sector with municipal “partners” for 20-year terms. 

This model represents a completely different business model from the current CSWD-owned/Third-Party operated model. It would 
severely weaken the District’s ability to enact material “flow control” should that need arise. The CSWD Material Recovery Facility 
would cease to be a “municipal MRF” and would be something different. This direction would also limit CSWD’s control over the 
facility tipping fee by requiring the District to factor private sector profit requirements as additional considerations when raising or 
lowering the tipping fee. 

Note – this   approach also differs from the Rutland County Solid Waste District’s relationship with CWS. In Rutland, CWS leases the 
MRF property from the RCSWD (for less than $15,000/year), owns the MRF equipment, and MRF staff are CWS employees. The 
waste district doesn’t receive revenue from tipping fees (they pay to tip) but does receive a modest commodity revenue share from 
the sale of materials the district brings to the MRF from their transfer stations. CWS controls and keeps the tip fees and retains the 
commodity revenue from all other tons processed through the Rutland facility, making the Rutland MRF a “merchant MRF” i.e., a 
private sector MRF. 
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Funding Options Grant 
Loan 
Other 

Amount  Repayment 
Term 

Interest  Conditions 

VT Bond Bank Loan $22M 25 Years 3.16%* Restrictions on 3rd Party Operator contract 
conditions (Taxable vs Non-Taxable bonds); 
Limitations on private sector investment in 
public facility 

Self-Bond Loan $22M 25 Years 3.25%** Same as Above 
Commercial Loan Loan $22M 10 Years 5%*** Standard loan conditions; No restrictions on 

private sector investment in public facility 
Closed Loop Fund Loan $5M 5 Years 0% Standard loan repayment 
Congressionally Directed 
Spending (federal 
earmark) 

Grant $1.5M  
(Estimated 
available) 

None 0% Among all other federal grant requirements, 
Restrictions on 3rd Party Operator contract 
conditions, Davis-Bacon & Related Acts (i.e. 
Prevailing Wage). 

Federal Recycling 
Infrastructure Grant 
(EPA) 

Grant $2M-$5M  
(Estimated 
available) 

None 0% Same as Above 

Carton Council Grant $250K None 0% Sorting equipment to target cartons 
The Recycling Partnership Grant $2M-$5M  

(Estimated 
available) 

None 0% Sorting equipment to target polypropylene, 
UBC, fiber, etc., according to their “coalition” 
needs 

Casella 
(Retrofit) 

Other –  
Private Sector  

Unknown None 0% Expressed interest in funding equipment 
upgrades (2021); Long-term contract 
(upwards of 20 years); Revenue share; 
Eliminates ability to enact Flow Control if 
needed. 

CSWD 
(Status Quo) 

Other- 
Cash on hand and 
from ongoing 
operations 

$3M None 0% Capital outlay for necessary immediate 
repairs and upgrades to current sorting 
system and physical plant. 

*As of 2/18/22 **Estimated ***Mid-range rate among various loan products 



  

CSWD Materials Recovery Facility Capital Project  
  

Population Served Central, Northwest, Northern Vermont  
Pop. Approximately 330,000 

Project Type  Recycling Infrastructure - Materials Recovery Facility 
Target 
Completion Date 

June, 2024 

Cost  $20,000,000 - $24,500,000 
Equipment and Building; exclusive of land 

Environmental 
Benefits 

Landfill Diversion 
Recycling Industry Support 
Reduced Reliance on Fossil Fuels as Raw Materials for Packaging 
Utilization of Solar Panels to offset Drain on Electrical Grid 
Keep Trucking to a Minimum by Providing Local Outlets for Recyclables Processing 
Circular Economy Support 
Litter Reduction 

 

Narrative 
At the heart of any recycling infrastructure is a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) where people and 
equipment sort and prepare recyclables to be sold into the market to be used in place of virgin 
materials. CSWD built Vermont’s first MRF—the same workhorse we are still using—in 1993 to ensure 
that Chittenden County residents and businesses would have an efficient and cost-effective local outlet 
to accept their recyclables. Back then, we were cutting edge; now, we’re trailing behind.   
  
Today’s MRFs are equipped with modern technology such as optical sorting machines, eddy current 
separators, ballistic separators, and robotics to meet the challenges of effectively sorting the enormous 
variety of consumer packaging that has flooded the marketplace. The CSWD MRF is almost completely 
manual, hand-sorting containers and cardboard. The manual process was suitable in the 1990s 
because we were annually processing 25,000 tons of relatively homogeneous material. Today, 
we’re approaching 50,000 tons annually of increasingly variable material. In fact, we run a significant 
portion of materials through the system twice because humans can’t sort it all the first time around.   
 
CSWD’s vision is a new MRF equipped with modern technology to separate recyclables more efficiently 
and effectively and produce higher quality and higher value commodities. It will also enable us to 
consider more types of packaging for recycling, saving natural resources and precious landfill 
space. The new MRF will be built with enough capacity and flexibility to adapt to changes in volume 



and types of recyclables for the next 30 years. This municipally owned MRF will continue to provide 
assurance that the public will be served without profit as a motive, keeping rates as low as possible 
and providing opportunities to divert more types of materials even when it is not profitable.   
  

Project Description  
Location: CSWD-owned property in Williston, VT. Williston is located in Chittenden County, which is 
located in the northwest section of Vermont along Lake Champlain. Chittenden County is the state’s 
most populous, with 168,000 residents. The “MRF-shed” covers the counties of Chittenden, 
Washington, Grand Isle, Franklin, Lamoille, and parts of Orleans, Addison, Orange, and Caledonia 
counties. Total population served: approximately 330,000.    

Design Capacity: 50,000 – 70,000 tons annually (current MRF design capacity: 25,000 tons annually)   

Size: 62,000 square feet (Current MRF square footage: 37,000 square feet)  

Jobs: The new MRF will provide a safer, cleaner, more desirable working environment for the 25 
workers employed at the current facility, plus one to two higher skilled positions to run the more 
sophisticated equipment.  

Cost and Funding  
New MRF Project Capital Cost:  $20-$24.5 million  
  
$.5 million:    Design and Permitting    
$17 million:  Equipment (rolling stock, conveyors, screens, ballistic separators, optical sorters, eddy 

current, balers, glass cleanup system, and robotics)   
$7 million:    Building cost and site work   
  
Funding:  
CSWD will seek to fund this through a variety of avenues, including grant funding, low-interest loans, 
federal infrastructure funding, and municipal bonding. A bond portion will require voter approval from 
all 18 Chittenden County member towns. We intend to present the bond issue in November 2022.  
  
CSWD will repay the bond from revenue generated by fees charged to haulers to drop off recyclables 
for processing at the MRF. We’ve calculated that to pay back a $20 million loan over 25 years, the 
impact per household would average roughly $5.50 per year. 
 
Timeline:  

July 2021 - July 2022 Design and Permitting 
November 2022  Voter Approval  
April - October 2023  Construction 
Winter 2023  Equipment Installation  
Spring 2024  Opening 

 



Summary 
  

 Be more efficient and effective and will provide more commodities of a higher quality to the 
marketplace. Materials such as glass, dairy tubs, and high-quality office paper are commodities 
that will benefit immediately from this new technology.  

 Conserve more virgin and non-renewable resources, support the circular economy, and help 
meet sustainability goals for recycled content and reduced carbon footprints.   

 Provide opportunities for Vermonters to recycle more packaging, helping prolong the life of 
Vermont’s only remaining landfill. 

 Provide affordable, in-state processing for Vermonters’ recyclables for the next 30 years.  

 Provide a safer, cleaner facility for approximately 25 Vermont workers.  

 

Contact 
 

Sarah Reeves, Executive Director 

Chittenden Solid Waste District 

1021 Redmond Road, Williston, VT 05495 

802-872-8100 

sreeves@cswd.net  

 


